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0. Introduction
1. Andrade's treatment
2. A mora-stress interpretation
3. Syllable strengthening

Quileute words exhibit a variety of pitches: high, mid, low, and falling. On a purely phonetic basis it is not clear whether Quileute is a stress language or a tone language. Indeed, in the absence of theoretical principles, deciding whether a given language is a stress language or a tone language can often be a problem. Let us follow Hymes (1975:204) in defining a stress language as one for which "there is a culmination of prominence on one syllable, and only one syllable per word (or stress unit) can receive this prominence." Many languages have culminative prominence---English, German, Spanish, French, Russian, Czech, Hungarian, Finnish, Puget Salish, Nyangumanda, etc. In all of these languages a prominent syllable generally has a higher pitch (and often greater force and/or longer duration) than any other syllable in the stress domain and we would not hesitate to call each of them a stress language.

For some stress languages, however, prominence is not quite so simple a matter. Let us define a "stress-tone" language as a stress language for which prominence may be realized (distinctively) in more than one way. In (Standard) Swedish, for example, the prominent syllable of a disyllable or longer word may have either a rising or a falling pitch. Thus, we have änghen 'the duck' with a rising pitch on the first (and prominent) syllable and änden 'the breath, spirit' with a falling pitch on the first (and prominent) syllable. Other "stress-tone" languages are Norwegian, Serbo-Croatian, Lithuanian, and Taon (Trager, 1946).

In contrast to stress languages, we have also to characterize tone languages. Let us define tone languages as languages which have distinctive pitch accents occurring over words in a non-culminative distribution. By this definition we assign Mandarin, Igbo, Trique, Nupa, etc. to the class of tone languages.

In tone languages, the distinctive tones are lexicalized. That is, no general rules predict the appearance and locations of tones in tone languages, although tone sandhi rules are usually apparent. For stress languages, on the other hand, the placement of stress is either totally or partially predictable by rule. The rules for stress placement are always morphological at least to the extent that word (and/or phrase) boundary locations must be
known. The culminative nature of prominence in stress languages is explained if we note that stress placement is largely rule governed and if we postulate a stress-level convention (as in Slocat and Hoard, 1972; Hoard and Slocat, 1973). The stress-level convention claims that if a stress domain contains a stress (this may be a lexical stress or a stress placed by a rule), the application of a stress rule places a secondary stress. In English, for example, the first application of the rule which stresses long unanalyzable words places a stress on the penultimate syllable of Monocelis; a second (iterative) application of the same rule gives a secondary stress (by the stress-level convention) on the second syllable. For a word such as Japanese, the suffix -age is lexically marked for stress (and it has, therefore, a primary stress). A rule for analyzable words places a stress (secondary by the convention) on the initial syllable of Japanese. In Puget Salish the same principles apply. The lexically stressed suffix ably has primary stress in jisag til 'I got on a horse' and a secondary stress (assigned by rule) appears on asag 'horse'. No stress is present asag is stressed on the second syllable by the rule which stresses roots in Puget Salish. The same principles assure culminative prominence for both English and Puget Salish words.

Both Southern Paiute (Capiz, 1930, and Chomsky and Halle, 1968) and Delaware (Voegelin, 1943) have stress rules that assign stress on the basis of moras. In the stress rules of these languages, long vowels are equivalent to two short vowels so far as stress placement is concerned (Veuv). In Southern Paiute, primary stress is placed on the second mora of each word and a secondary stress is placed on each alternate mora to the right. A simple iterative rule which assigns stress from left-to-right (together with the stress-level convention) stresses Southern Paiute words correctly. For Delaware, "the favorite position for stress is on the third mora from the end of the word (137)". Let us term languages with non-sensitive stress rules, like Delaware and Southern Paiute, "mora-stress" languages.

With the terminology suggested above in mind, we turn now to an examination of Quileute tonal accent phenomena.

1. Andrade (1939:162-171) takes Quileute to be a "stress-tone" language. He begins his discussion of Quileute accent by mentioning Lithuanian and Swedish (152) and closes (171) by noting that Quileute is not like Chinese, Ewe, and other tone languages.

Andrade postulates four tones: high-falling (a·), low (a·), middle (a', a'·), and high (a, a·). High-falling and low tone occur only on long vowels; middle and high tone occur on either long or short vowels. Andrade gives examples of these tones by way of fourteen patterns. For Andrade, Quileute stress is culminative (as by our definition it is for any stress language) and secondary stress is given in parentheses in the phonetic description of the patterns, although not in the transcriptions.
The fourteen patterns Andrade recognizes are:

1.
- base’í ‘bed’
- kidi’í ‘scared away’
- čádi’í ‘it flew’
- čik’í ‘became big’
- kaya’í ‘again’

2.
- ha’tí ‘to accompany’
- ha’tík’í ‘to be pregnant’
- qal’í ‘to emerge’
- ča’í ‘ripe’
- ká’tí ‘to wedge’

3.
- li’í ‘to bring’
- kó’í ‘soldi berry’
- yax’í ‘high sea’
- qó’í ‘rain’
- xak’é ‘summer’

4.
- čax’í ‘empty’
- qax’í ‘ocean’
- ča’í ‘ansmone’
- kó’í ‘to roll down’
- xax’í ‘to throw’

5.
- q’ax’í ‘to push’
- q’á’í ‘braid’
- čá’í ‘south’
- dali’í ‘neck’
- čat’í ‘to send clothes’

6.
- čá’í ‘then, so’
- bá’í ‘reven’
- kí’í ‘water’
- qú’í ‘nose plum’
- q’ex’í ‘whale’

7.
- kó’í ‘blanket’
- q’á’í ‘early summer’
- kó’í ‘drill’
- té’í ‘bow (for arrows)’
- kó’í ‘to anchor’

8.
- dák’i’í ‘to bark’
- q’á’í ‘cedar basket’
- kó’í ‘to bethe’
In the main, the phonetic patterns described by Andrada (from his 1928 field work) were replicated in field work done in 1958. Andrada's phonetic patterns are apparently based on the speech of Mr. Jack Ward (p.165). All of the phonetic transcriptions which I offer in this paper are based on the speech of Mr. Fred Woodruff, whose assistance is gratefully acknowledged.

The first six of Andrada's patterns I also found to be distinct. Pattern seven was not distinct; all of the words have apparently only two syllables and actually follow pattern 2 (at least in the speech of Mr. Woodruff). [hok'-cët] 'blanket', [që-yët] 'early summer', [thöt-sit] 'drill', [tëx'-ët] 'bow (for arrows)', and [ñë-ö-däl] 'to anchor'. [...] indicates a syllable boundary; ['] and ["] indicate primary and secondary stress, respectively.
Pattern eight is also problematical as Andrade has it. [təpə-wá], which actually means 'tree bark', seems to me to have only two syllables. So does [gəpə-wá] 'cedar basket'. There are, however, other words with the stress pattern primary-weak-secondary: [qəpə-lo-wá] 'to climb down, descend', [tə-čà-gà] 'he knows'.

Patterns nine through fourteen all seem to me to be distinct, as Andrade has them.

2. I do not find it necessary to distinguish four tones, as Andrade does, to describe the Quilisute word-stress patterns. Let us reinterpret a long vowel as a sequence of independently stressable short vowels. If so, then I interpret the patterns 1-6 and 9-14 as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>[bə-só?]</th>
<th>[hə-pó?]</th>
<th>[lý-wódá]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[hə-pó?]</td>
<td>[hə-pó?]</td>
<td>[kəpə-wódá]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[qəpə-wódá]</td>
<td>[yə-wódá]</td>
<td>[qə-pó-bóq]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[tə-čà-gà]</td>
<td>[tə-čà-gà]</td>
<td>[tə-čà-gà]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 5 | [tə-čà-gà] | [tə-čà-gà] | [qə-pó-tóo-set] |
| 6 | [qə-pó-tóo-set] | [qə-pó-tóo-set] | [kə-pó-čóo-ší] |

| 7 | [tə-čà-gà] | [tə-čà-gà] | [tə-čà-gà] |
| 8 | [tə-čà-gà] | [tə-čà-gà] | [tə-čà-gà] |

| 9 | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] |
| 10 | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] |
| 11 | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] |

| 12 | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] |
| 13 | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] |
| 14 | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] | [tə-pó-ší] |

In this analysis (essentially phonetic), a short stressed vowel has a high' pitch. A long vowel stressed on the first mora has a high-falling pitch, one stressed on the second mora has a
relatively high and rather level pitch; one with a secondary
accent has a low pitch. This immediately reduces Andrade's
four tones to a system of more stress. 1

In favor of the mora-stress account is the fact that
relatively level pitch versus high-falling pitch is restricted
to long vowels. In the system I am advocating, a relatively
level pitch is transcribed as ə and a high-falling pitch as
də. By way of comparison, note that the tonal accents of
Swedish occur on both long vowels and short vowels. Word
shape and morphological information are pertinent to the choice
of tonal accent in Swedish (it is basically a lexical choice)
but vowel length is not a factor.

At this point, it would be nice if I could offer some
specific rules for Quileute stress placement. Unfortunately,
Quileute stress placement seems closely tied to the morphology
of the language (as it is also in English) and I am unable to
give more than a few remarks.

1) The suffix wag seems often to place stress on the immediately
preceding vowel (noted also by Andrade, fnl., p. 165); but not
always, as in [gwa-ðe-wam] 'to be near'.

2) The suffix yam places stress two moras to the left, if possible
and on the immediately preceding vowel of a disyllabic word:
[hi-wa] 'happy'.

3) It patterns two, eleven, and twelve the secondary stress seems
to be due to the fact that the forms are morphologically complex:
[hi-ba-lu-ta] 'hut', [kwa-nal-pam], etc.

4) Yag and yag are stressed on the second mora unless they are
shortened to ə and ə.

It seems that some understanding of Quileute stress place-
ment could be gained if a detailed morphological analysis were
available. Certainly, many apparently unanalyzable words like
pictures 'woman' and nadgad 'dog' have identical stress patterns.
Many others, which are morphologically complex, seem to have
different stress patterns: [bas-s] 'bad' versus bąstiaq 'bad water'.

In any event, the mora stress analysis proposed here is a
major simplification of Andrade's description even if many Quileute
words turn out ultimately to have lexical stress (as in English).

5. Finally, I should like to consider syllable strengthening in
Quileute. Andrade notes that "lengthening of a consonant occurs
chiefly when a single consonant closes an accented syllable fol-
lowed by an affixed element (p. 161)." It seems to me, however,
that accented syllables are always "heavy" in Quileute. That is,
an accented syllable has either a long vowel or is closed by at
least one consonant. I have recorded such examples of closed
syllables (in addition to examples already given above) as:

[thá-wil] 'smart, intelligent' [sé-b-de] 'shark'
[ked-dil] 'full moon' [kák-x-ak] 'hard (to pull)
[bót-lá] 'scooter' [ták-xo] 'not'
| yot-ʔan | 'dogfish' | \[1ən-ʔan\] | 'clear (weather)' |
| čeʔ-ʔeʔ | 'cooked' | \[ʔeŋ-ʔan\] | 'green-blue' |
| the-bob-bil | 'car' | \[ʔaŋ-ʔan\] | 'bear' |
| muk-k\textsuperscript{\textordfreak} | 'sugar' | \[ʔaŋ-ʔan\] | 'tan' |
| ċep-phia | 'cedar' (citation) | \[káʔ-ʔe\] | 'stone' |
| čeŋ-phia | 'cedar' (allegro) | \[ʔeŋ-ʔe\] | 'neck' |
| phaŋ-k\textsuperscript{\textordfreak} | 'skatefish' | \[ʔan-ʔa\] | 'full' |
| p\textsuperscript{\textordfreak} | 'coffee' | \[ʔan-ʔa\] | 'winter' |

Compare the above words with such examples as:

| hō-ʔeəb | 'pigeon' |
| ʔaʔ-ʔeəb | 'grass, hay' |
| paŋ-tiθh | 'daytime' |
| x̱uʔ-phia | 'surf' |
| qʰuŋ-ʔiθh | 'sunshine' |
| čeʔ-ʔa | 'tightly' |
| čeʔ-ʔa | 'to fly' |
| čxo-ʔa | 'waterfall' |

The processes of syllable strengthening can be stated as follows:

1) \( \emptyset \rightarrow C_1 / CV \rightarrow C_1 V \) (gemination)

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\text{C} \\
\text{v}
\end{pmatrix} \rightarrow \begin{pmatrix}
\emptyset \\
\text{aglott}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

2) \( \text{cont} \rightarrow \text{aglott} \) (v1. obstruent reduction)

In the data I have collected, a glottalized consonant is always reduced to \( \emptyset \) by 2) and a voiceless stop is nearly always reduced to \( k \). Because of rules 1) and 2), a primary stressed syllable in Quechua is always quite prominent.

The rules just given permit significant reductions in the complexity of underlying forms: \( \text{baʔ-λεl} \) is simply /ba\textsubscript{al}/, \( \text{ʔaŋ-ʔe} \) is /ʔupa/. Some internal \( \emptyset \)'s are now seen to be "etymological", as in \( \text{ʔaŋ-ʔa} \)'s 'far off'. And for a final glottal stop contrasting with \( \emptyset \) compare \( \text{ʔaʔ-ʔe} \)'s 'setting' with \( \text{ʔaʔ-ʔe} \)'s 'sit down'. Lastly, we should note that monosyllables with a short vowel followed by a single consonant require strengthening. In this case, glottalized consonants have a glottal stop inserted before them: \( \text{ʔaʔ-ʔa} \)'s 'good' /haetə/, \( \text{ʔiŋʔh} \)'s 'skunk' /ʔiŋʔh/, and other consonants are lengthened: \( \text{ʔo} \)'s 'short' /buc\textsubscript{a}/.
Footnotes

3 Actually, “stress-tone” is too narrow a term. The definition of this type of language is intended tocover also the situation inDanish, where one kind of prominence involves higher pitch and laryngealization of the vowel (“stød”) and the other kind involves higher pitch and no laryngealization.

3 The stress-level convention is the inverse of the Chomsky-Halle (1968) stress assignment principle. For Chomsky and Halle any new application of a stress rule in a cyclic application re-assigns primary stress and leaves previously assigned stresses by the level. However, as Chomsky and Halle point out (1968:115), their convention and the cyclic principle cannot be made to account for all stress levels automatically.

3 Voiceless vowels are apparently unstressable in all languages; they are not stressed in Southern Paiute. Hence, in a two syllable Southern Paiute word of the shape "HIA", the first noun is stressed because the second is unstressed.

4 It might be that the rules in all stress languages can be stated over nouns with no loss of generality. If not, however, we could speak of languages with “syllable-stress” as opposed to those with “word-stress”.

5 I have transcribed Andrade’s consonant symbols in the current fashion, where necessary: [i] for [1], [a] for [o], [g] for [t], [k] for [k], etc. I have also added initial [i], omitted by Andrade. Andrade’s lower period [.] is a “diacritic” or pause. A raised period after a consonant shows consonant length or gemination.

6 The problem, of course, is whether the vowel after a glottal stop is a true vowel or an “echo” vowel. In many cases, it seems to me to be an “echo” vowel, one that can be omitted in slow, careful speech.

7 A small night bird, not a ‘platform’, according to Mr. Woodruff.

8 This word actually goes in pattern 6.

9 This word also means ‘nose’.

10 His word actually goes in pattern 6.

11 So far as I can tell, the accent system of Queleute is somewhat like that of Homeric Greek as described by Pharr (1959).
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